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Summary:

Vocal registers are one of the most discussed topics in voice research including many professions dealing with voice such as singers, conductors, voice teachers, phoniatricians and laryngologists, voice therapists, and voice scientists. Although there has been research for almost 200 years, still there is no agreement on the numbers of registers, the reason for registers, or the terminology. At the end of the 1970s, a consensus conference failed to find agreements on these topics. However, during these days much research was performed in order to analyse and understand reasons for registration events or to develop strategies for avoidance of occurrences of sudden sound differences associated with register shifts.

This round table aims at providing current opinions and concepts concerning vocal registers by experts which significantly contributed to this topic during the last years.

The round table will discuss registers with respect to both genders and different genres. Also, strategies will be discussed on how to equalize sound differences associated with register shifts.